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Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro created a new cryptocurrency called the ‘Petro’ to combat
hyperinflation. Reuters/Carlos Garcia Rawlins

Democracy is at risk worldwide. And the economy may be, too.
Seventy-one out of the world’s 195 countries saw their democratic institutions erode in recent years,
according to the 2018 year-end report by democracy watchdog Freedom House, a phenomenon
known as “democratic backsliding.” Signs of backsliding include elected leaders who expand their
executive powers while weakening the legislature and judiciary, elections that have become less
competitive and shrinking press freedom.
When government institutions erode like this, it isn’t just bad for democracy - it also hurts countries
economically, research shows.
To understand why, we applied our background as political scientists focused on developing
economies to study Venezuela, Turkey and Hungary – all countries that have seen varying degrees of
democratic backsliding in recent years.

The authoritarian economic problem
All three countries have struggled economically as their democratically elected leaders turned nakedly
authoritarian over the past five years.

Rising authoritarianism
Venezuela, Hungary and Turkey have all seen their democracies erode in recent years, based on th
Varieties of Democracy ranking that measures freedom of expression, judicial independence, the
strength of part systems, press freedom, civil liberties and other measures of a healthy democrat
society. The quality of democracy is measured on a scale of 0 (worst) to 1 (best).
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In Turkey, President Recep Erdoğan has been steadily consolidating presidential powers for years
while attacking the independence of both the legislative and judicial branches, as well as restricting
press and academic freedoms. Turkey’s economy has struggled in kind, with gross domestic product
dropping about 60 percent between 2013 and 2016. Its currency, the lire, also collapsed last year,
plunging the country into crisis.
Under the autocratic leadership of President Nicolás Maduro – who is now in a bitter power struggle
to retain the presidency – Venezuela has seen financial ruin. Inflation hit 80,000 percent there last
year, and food and medicine are scarce. Venezuela’s government stopped releasing economic data in
2014, but its gross domestic product is believed to have shrunk by around 15 percent for each of the
last three years.
Meanwhile, Hungary has stagnated as Prime Minister Victor Orbán has become increasingly
undemocratic. Since the 2014 election, when Orban’s grip on power really tightened, growth has
mostly dropped, from 4 percent in 2014 to 2 percent in 2016. The World Bank predicts that Hungary’s
economy will continue to contract through 2020 and beyond.

Leaders are fallible
Authoritarianism isn’t always bad for the economy. Autocratic China and Singapore are both
economic success stories, growing at double digits – a pace largely unseen in Western democracies.
But these countries were never set up to be democracies.

When a one-time democracy turns toward authoritarianism, however, the economic effect is often
negative. That’s because, in a democracy, economic policy is meant to be made jointly, by various
elected officials from the executive and legislative branches. Other independent government agencies,
like the U.S. Federal Reserve or central bank, help decide economic policy, too.
Lawmakers check impulsive decisions by presidents in a number of formal and informal ways, our
research shows. Policies that relate to government investments, taxing and spending, among other
issues, are generally the result of negotiation between the two branches.
When legislatures can no longer effectively serve this function – because they’ve been sidelined, as in
Venezuela and Turkey, or because they are dominated by the ruling party, as in Hungary – there’s
little to prevent authoritarian leaders from making bad choices that hurt the economy.
Turkey is a good example of the risks that come from having one all-powerful, fallible leader.
In July 2018, President Erdoğan expanded his executive powers to include making key appointments
to Turkey’s central bank and appointed his son-in-law to lead economic policy in Turkey. Erdoğan
then restricted the bank from raising interest rates to curb rising inflation – despite warnings from
economists that this move would lead the value of the Turkish currency to plummet. And, of course, it
did.

Turkey’s currency, the lire, collapsed after a series of unwise economic decisions made largely by President Erdoğan.
Reuters/Khalil Ashawi

Social unrest is bad for the economy
Legislatures play an important role in setting economic policy also because, as representative bodies
made up of different political parties, they serve as channels through which people and social groups
can make demands on policymakers.
In healthy legislative debate in a functioning democracy, opposing parties develop economic policies
that help their constituents. They also try to change laws that they believe will hurt the people they
represent.
When authoritarian leaders sideline opposition parties and stack the legislature with their supporters,
the only way for citizens to air their grievances is on the streets.
Venezuelans staged months of mass daily protests in 2017 after President Maduro stripped
Venezuela’s opposition-dominated parliament of its powers. They are marching again now,
demanding Maduro’s ouster.
Social unrest can deepen economic woes, especially when it gets violent. Riots may destroy physical
infrastructure like oil pipelines or block highways that keeps the country running. People may flee for
their own safety, leaving jobs undone and critical positions unfilled.

Democratic backsliding reduces foreign investment
International markets, too, dislike social unrest. When protests are prolonged or if the governments
crack down violently, it is common for investors to flee.
International investors get worried, too, when parliaments have too few opposition parties to
effectively check the executive branch, our study finds.
When democratically elected leaders turn authoritarian, investors get nervous, withdrawing funds
and reducing investments.
Since 2013, Hungary, Venezuela and Turkey have all seen notable declines in their foreign direct
investment, a measure of global confidence in a country, according to the World Bank. Declines range
from 66 percent in Venezuela to 300 percent in Hungary.

Foreign investment in eroding democracies
Foreign investment declined in Hungary, Turkey and Venezuela between 2013 and 2017, showing
decreased global con dence in their economic health since their elected leaders began turning
authoritarian. The Philippines, on the other hand, has seen its foreign direct investment grow sligh
in recent years.
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One reason investment drops as democracy erodes is because investors fear the government could
begin meddling in their businesses in ways that reduce profits.
This is a common strategy of authoritarian leaders from both the right and the left.
Since taking sweeping control of Hungary’s parliament in 2018, for example, President Orban’s rightwing Fidesz party has reasserted government control over major energy firms, taking over public
utilities and increasing government oversight of foreign companies that operate in the country.
In Venezuela, the left-wing Maduro has taken over food production in the country, ordering
companies like Nestle and Pepsi to vacate their factories in 2015.

It’s all about the legislatures
Our study found one condition that allows economies to thrive even when democracy is in decline:
functioning political parties in independent legislatures.
In the Philippines, hard-right president Rodrigo Duterte has imprisoned, even killed, thousands of
citizens as part of his “war on drugs.” Duterte has also arrested powerful people who criticize his
policies. So far, however, the Filipino parliament is still fairly functional, with opposition parties that
operate freely.
Consequently, the Filipino economy remains unaffected by Duterte’s authoritarianism. Gross
domestic product has grown at a good rate of around 7 percent since 2012. Foreign investments have
also been increasing.

Sharing some power with lawmakers gives the economy a boost. Ultimately, that may help these
authoritarian-leaning leaders stay in power longer.
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